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Welcome to my second newsletter and an update on
what I have been doing. First, and most importantly, the
novel Shadow Child is about to be launched on the
market and here you have an opportunity to read the
first extract.

Synopsis.
It's France, 1669 and items are
stolen from the chamber of a
dying Queen. The perpetrator,
abused and pregnant, is
murdered, overlooked by the
spectre of her Mother.
It will take three hundred years
before repercussions finally
culminate in tragedy for a young
man and his pregnant wife.

Shadow Child
extract
At the back of the bedchamber, the servant, Jehanne,
carried out her final duties for the Queen. She moved
quietly and unnoticed; replenishing jugs of water and
taking away soiled linen left by the door. Working
quickly and without fuss, invisibility had been attained
by virtue of a continued service since childhood, as well
as a regime of fear and coercion. Today, trembling
hands and a fast beating heart impeded that efficiency.
A leather pouch, retrieved from behind an old chest, lay
tucked into a hidden pocket of her long brown dress
and she held it close to her breast, the gold cross
reassuringly protected through a sheaf of papers. The
bruises on her body, sustained from years of abuse, had
subsided as Fabrice had bent her will towards his in a
final act of obedience.
I hope this has whetted your appetite to read more
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Still your love
Am I still your love?
Once lost, now found again
by the shore of some
long forgotten sea.
The breadth never
breached
but for two minds reaching
out
Across the years.
Across the miles.
Across a love that never
dies.
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Keep in touch!
If you have enjoyed reading some of my work
and want to be kept up to date
with future publications please use any - or all
- of the following and I will keep you posted. It
will be a pleasure to be in contact!
Email: sftaylorauthor@gmail.com

www.sftaylorauthor.com
Twitter: @SueFraserTaylo1
Facebook: sftaylorauthor
Linkedin: sue-fraser-39885718

